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        Exotic Meats Crate


        
          The Exotic Meats Crate isn't just a collection of rare delicacies; it's a passport to a world of bold, untamed flavors. Share the thrill with fellow food enthusiasts or keep it all to yourself – the choice is yours! Unbox an unforgettable gastronomic adventure with Man Crates, where excitement meets flavor in every bite.  Ready to ignite your taste buds? Order your Exotic Meats Crate today and embark on a carnivorous journey that'll leave you craving more!
        


        
          Shop the Exotic Meats Crate
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        Whiskey, Cocktail, & Beer Gifts


        
          From carefully measuring his cocktail ingredients to making vacation plans around brewery stops, he’s a man who enjoys the finer things. Reward his great taste in liquor and life with our keg-sized collection of drinking gifts.
        


        
          Shop Beer, Whiskey & Cocktail Gifts
        

    

  


    

    
      
        Check Out Epic Birthday Gifts
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                    Personalized Golf Ball Mini Crate
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        Personalized Just For Him


        
          There’s nothing more memorable than a gift made just for him. From classy barware to man cave decor, these personalized gifts will celebrate his name and class up his home.
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        Man Cave Must Haves


        
          Man Caves are a great space for guys to hang out, explore new hobbies, and generally be left to their own devices. Unfortunately for some, “left to their own devices” doesn’t always make for the most…presentable…space. We’ve designed a garage-ful of gifts he’ll display with pride. From personalized neon signs to cocktail-specific glassware, he’ll be able to show off his space with pride.
        


        
          Shop Man Cave Gifts
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        Amazing Jerky & Snack Gifts


        
          Delicious meats and treats hold a special place in a man's heart, and we don't mean the arteries. From light snackers to big eaters, you'll find a gift that's just right for his appetite.
        


        
          Shop Jerky & Snack Gifts
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        Gifts for the Grill Master


        
          Give a man a fish and you’ll feed him for a day. But give a man premium grilling gear, and you’ll both be enjoying five-star meals for years to come. From tried-and-true grilling tools to gourmet spices and seasonings, if he likes making food, he’ll love these gifts.
        


        
          Shop Grill Master Gifts
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        Cooking Gifts


        
          Turn up the heat on his culinary passions with Man Crates cooking gifts for men and whet your appetite for endless entrees that'll have you going back for thirds.
        


        
          Shop Cooking Gifts
        

    

  


    

    
      
        Gifts To Say "Thank You"
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                    Booze-Infused Jerkygram
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        Games & Outdoor Activity Gifts


        
          There’s nothing like getting the whole gang together for some “friendly” competition. Whether it’s a lazy round of darts or an intense game of cornhole, these games and activities make everyone a winner!
        


        
          Shop Games & Outdoor Activity Gifts
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                    Personalized Mug Mini Crate
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                    Smokehouse BBQ Grilling Case and Rubs Gift Set
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                    Personalized Growler Crate
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                    Master Hot Sauce Sampler, Set of 30
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        Personalized Whiskey Appreciation Crate


        
          Crack open the crate and discover a treasure trove of tools and treats curated to turn any whiskey enthusiast into a certified aficionado. From the gleaming crystal whiskey glasses that'll make you feel like a high-rolling distiller to the personalized whiskey stones that'll keep your drink as cool as you are – this crate is your passport to the VIP lounge of the whiskey world.
        


        
          Shop Whiskey Appreciation Crate
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        Fun DIY For Your Guy


        
          We’ve got functional and fun gifts for the man who loves getting his hands dirty. From tools and gadgets to knife making kits and DIY projects for the whole family, these gifts will have him fixin’ for a good time.
        


        
          Shop Fun DIY Gifts
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        Best Gifts for Husbands


        
          Husbands come in many different types. Some love grilling, some love fishing, and others love…grilling their fish. No matter how wide his interests, these gifts are guaranteed to delight your hubby.
        


        
          Shop Husband Gifts
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        Exciting Birthday Gifts


        
          What’s the most epic way to celebrate his big day? How about giving the birthday boy a one-of-a-kind gift experience! We’ve got everything from cocktail collections to sweet snacks, DIY maker projects, and more. And of course, jerky.
        


        
          Shop Our Birthday Gift Guide
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    About Man Crates

    
      Our Mission
    

    
      We believe giving gifts should be exciting, not just a formality.

      Man Crates makes it fun and easy to find unique, meaningful gifts for all the men
        in your
        life.

      We go the extra mile to curate high-quality gifts for all kinds of guys, so you
        can feel
        confident you've found his perfect gift, no matter who he is.

      Because your gift to him should be as special as he is to you.
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            Crates

            
              Our flagship gift experience turns any occasion or get-together into an unforgettable
              moment.
              He’ll love his gift even before he knows what’s inside!
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            Projects

            
              For the guy who likes to roll up his sleeves and get his hands dirty. Project Kits are
              all the
              equipment and instructions he’ll need to try out a new hobby. Elbow grease not
              included.
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            Ammo Cans

            
              Some gifts can make a big impact, but our ammo cans can take one too. Built to
              NATO-spec, this
              gift is basically indestructible, so he can keep using it for, well, forever.
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            Jerky Grams

            
              Show you have great taste in more ways than one. Whether
              you’re saying “thanks,” “get well,” or “have a happy today,” you can say it best with
              a delivery of gourmet jerky.
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